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ABSTRACT
Keyword search is a friendly mechanism for users to
identify desired information in XML databases, and LCA
is a popular concept for locating the meaningful subtrees corresponding to query keywords. Among all the
LCA-based approaches, MaxMatch [9] is the only one
which could achieve the property of monotonicity and
consistency, by outputting only contributors instead of
the whole subtree. Although the MaxMatch algorithm
performs efficiently in some cases, there is still room
for improvement. In this paper, we first propose to improve its performance by avoiding unnecessary index
accesses. We then speed up the process of subset detection, which is a core procedure for determining contributors. The resultant algorithm is called MinMap and
MinMap+ , respectively. At last, we analytically and
empirically demonstrate the efficiency of our methods.
According to our experiments, our two algorithms work
better than the existing one, and MinMap+ is particularly helpful when the breadth of the tree is large and
the number of keywords grows.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Keyword search provides a convenient interface
for users to obtain desired information from XML
documents, but irrelevant data may be returned due
to lacking exact query semantics. Therefore, there
are a lot of researches on automatically reasoning
the meaningful answers for users.
In general, an XML document could be viewed
as a rooted tree, where each node represents an element or contents. The LCA-based approaches will
identify the LCA node ﬁrst, which contains every
keyword under its subtree at least once [2, 4, 5, 6, 7,
12, 13, 14]. Since the LCA nodes sometimes are not
very specific to users’ query, Xu and Papakonstantinou [12] proposed the concept of SLCA (smallest
∗
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Figure 1: A sample XML tree.
lowest common ancestor), where a node is said to
be an SLCA if (i) it is an LCA, and (ii) it has no descendant nodes that also contain all the keywords.
For example, consider the XML tree in Figure 1,
where each node is associated with a unique Dewey
number [15]. For the query Q0 = (pitcher, name),
the LCA list is [1, 1.1, 1.1.1, 1.1.3]. Since nodes 1
and 1.1 have descendant nodes 1.1.1 and 1.1.3 that
are also LCA, only two nodes, that is, 1.1.1 and
1.1.3, are SLCA. We could see that the two corresponding player elements contain more speciﬁc information than the elements players (1.1) and team
(1).
The SLCA approach achieves specificity based on
the ancestor/decendant relationship, but they do
not distinguish the importance of sibling nodes. Therefore, Liu and Chen [9] further proposed the concept
contributor, where a node is a contributor if it corresponds to more (or equal to) keywords compared
with its sibling nodes, and only contributors will be
returned. The basic concept of the contributor is to
keep only those nodes which contain richer information under their subtrees than their siblings. Consider another query Q1 = (players, pitcher, Tom).
Since the subtree rooted at node 1.1.2 contains key5

word Tom and the subtree rooted at node 1.1.3 contains keywords Tom and pitcher, node 1.1.3 will be
a contributor, and will prune node 1.1.2.
One important characteristic of this work is that
it satisﬁes the monotonicity and consistency properties, which capture a reasonable connection between
the new query result and the original query result
after an update to the query or to the data. Brieﬂy,
the monotonicity property indicates the change to
the number of SLCA nodes, and the consistency
property describes the change to the content of query
result. These properties are sensible and worthwhile, yet none of the other approaches satisfy both
properties.
The authors in [9] gave an eﬃcient algorithm MaxMatch to locate all the contributors, but there is
still room for improvement. First, we identify the
places where index accesses are not necessary, and
thus avoid unnecessary I/O accesses. Second, we
improve the process of subset detection, which is
a core operation in ﬁnding the contributors. We
construct the corresponding algorithm MinMap and
MinMap+ , and perform a series of experiments. Experimental results show that the MaxMatch algorithm is less eﬃcient than our approach when the
breadth of the tree is large and the number of keywords grows. Note that the two identiﬁed questions
are generic and not limited in this framework. Although not major theoretic breakthrough, our ﬁndings indeed speedup query processing to a large extent, and can be applied to questions in diﬀerent
domains.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we brieﬂy introduce the MaxMatch algorithm [9]. We then present the algorithm MinMap
in Section 3, which improves the execution time by
avoid unnecessary index accesses. The method for
speeding up subset detection is described in Section
4. We further discuss the experimental studies in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2.

MAXMATCH

We explain the MaxMatch approach [9] in this
section. The sample XML tree given in Figure 1
will be used in the running examples throughout
this paper.
We ﬁrst deliver the deﬁnitions given in MaxMatch.
A node is a match if its tag name or the content
corresponds to a given query keyword. The descendant matches of a node n, denoted as dM atch(n),
are a set of query keywords, each of which has at
least one match in the subtree rooted at n. In addition, a node n is a contributor if (i) n is the descendant of a given SLCA or n itself is one of the
6

SLCAs, and (ii) n does not have a sibling n′ such
that dM atch(n′ ) ⊃ dM atch(n). For each SLCA,
the MaxMatch will return the root-to-a-match path,
as long as the nodes in the path are all contributors.
Take query Q1 as an example again. We have
dM atch(1.1.1) = {pitcher}, dM atch(1.1.2) = {T om},
and dM atch(1.1.3) = {pitcher, T om}. According
to the deﬁnitions mentioned above, nodes 1.1.1 and
1.1.2 are not contributors since both dM atch(1.1.1)
and dM atch(1.1.2) are the proper subsets of dM atch(1.1.3).
The output will be the node list: [1.1 (players),
1.1.3 (player), 1.1.3.1 (name), 1.1.3.1.1 (T om), 1.1.3.2
(position), 1.1.3.2.1 (pitcher)].
Observe that the second condition of the contributor involves subset detection. Given a node np with
b children, the naive algorithm, which compares all
possible pairs among those b children, takes O(b2 )
time and is time-consuming. To promote the eﬃciency, MaxMatch uses a boolean array dM atchSet
to record the information of each of np ’s child. Specifically, let S = {n1 , n2 , ..., nb } be the children set of
np . The dM atchSet array for np is of length 2w ,
where w is the number of keywords. All the bits
are initialized as f alse at the beginning. The j th
bit, 0 ≤ j ≤ 2w − 1, is set to true if and only if np
has at least one child ni ∈ S such that the decimal
value of dM atch(ni ) is j. Then, for each ni ∈ S,
MaxMatch can determine whether it is a contributor or not in O(2w ) time by scanning the whole
dM atchSet array. Hence, it totally takes O(b · 2w )
time to deal with all the b children. Note that the
number of query keywords w is generally small, and
the branch factor b may be very large in the XML
trees. Therefore, under the condition of b ≫ w
(such as b > 2w ), MaxMatch works better than the
naive algorithm.
Although MaxMatch is quite eﬃcient, we will
propose a more eﬃcient way to perform subset detection which is described in Section 4. In addition, while setting the dM atch values, MaxMatch
retrieves the tag names of a node using the index.
Since some of the nodes are pruned at last, it may
cause redundant I/O accesses. We will propose an
improved algorithm in Section 3.

3. AVOIDING INDEX ACCESSES
We ﬁrst introduce the deﬁnitions of our approach.
The match tree of a node t, denoted as mT ree(t),
consists of the nodes along the path from each match
up to t. The nodes in the match tree without matching any query keyword are called non-keyword nodes.
Besides, node n is called a hit node if (i) n is contained in the match tree rooted at a given SLCA,
(ii) n is a non-keyword node, and (iii) all the nodes
SIGMOD Record, March 2011 (Vol. 40, No. 1)

Input: a set of b nodes N = {n1, n2, …, nb} and their
descendant matches D = {dMatch(n1), dMatch(n2), …,
dMatch(nb)}. Suppose the number of keywords is w.
Output: all the nodes in N that are not pruned by any
of their siblings.
FADC(D)
1: allocate an array A of length 2w
2: set every element of A to empty
3: for each dMatch(ni)
D (1 ≤ i ≤ b) do
4:
k
num(dMatch(ni))
5:
if A[k] = empty then
6:
A[k]
equal
7:
SetSubset(dMatch(ni))
8: for each dMatch(ni)
D (1 ≤ i ≤ b) do
9:
k
num(dMatch(ni))
10:
if A[k] = subset then
11:
prune ni
12: output all of the unpruned nodes

∈

←

←

←

Figure 2: The match tree of Q1 .
on the path from n up to the SLCA are contributors. On the contrary, node n is called a miss node
if n satisﬁes the ﬁrst two conditions of hit node, but
does not satisfy the third condition. Consider query
Q1 again. Recall that nodes 1.1.1 and node 1.1.2 are
pruned by node 1.1.3. Therefore, the hit node list
is [1.1.3, 1.1.3.1, 1.1.3.2], and the miss node list is
[1.1.1, 1.1.1.2, 1.1.2, 1.1.2.1], where miss nodes are
depicted by dashed circles as shown in Figure 2.
Recall that MaxMatch retrieves the tag names of
nodes using indexes, but some of them are eventually pruned. In our approach, we let every node directly inherit the dM atch information from its children without retrieving its own tag name, and use
a variable to record if it is a non-keyword node. We
retrieve its tag name only when it is conﬁrmed to
be a contributor, and thus save unnecessary index
accesses. Interested readers can refer to [8] for the
complete algorithm. We further deﬁne the miss rate
as: Σ miss nodes /(Σ hit nodes + Σ miss nodes) for
match trees of the SLCAs. As an example, the miss
rate in Figure 2 is 4/(3+4) ≈ 57%. Therefore, our
approach will save up to 57% index accesses compared with the MaxMatch when constructing nonkeyword part of the match tree. Later, the miss
rate will be used for analyzing the processing time
between MinMap and MaxMatch, and we will have
more details in Section 5.

4.

IMPROVING SUBSET DETECTION

Recall that MaxMatch has the time complexity
O(b · 2w ) when performing subset detection. In
this section, we propose an O(b) + O(w · 2w )-time
method, to speed up the process when the breadth
of the tree is large and the number of keywords
grows.

4.1

The Algorithm

Consider a parent node in mT ree(t) with b children {n1 , n2 , ..., nb } and their descendant matches
SIGMOD Record, March 2011 (Vol. 40, No. 1)

∈

SetSubset(d)
1: for each max-subset d’ of d do
2:
k
num(d’)
3:
if A[k] = empty then
4:
SetSubset(d’)
5:
A[k]
subset

←

←

Figure 3: The algorithm for improving subset detection.
D = {dM atch(n1 ), ..., dM atch(nb )}. The problem
of determining contributors is to prune those nodes
whose dM atch sets are the proper sets of those of
their siblings.
Suppose query Q has w keywords. There are totally 2w distinct subsets of Q. We propose to classify each distinct subset d of Q into three states as
follows:
• empty: There does not exist any dM atch(ni ) ∈
D such that d ⊆ dM atch(ni ).
• subset: There exists at least one dM atch(ni ) ∈
D such that d ⊂ dM atch(ni ).
• equal: There does not exist any dM atch(ni ) ∈
D such that d ⊂ dM atch(ni ). However, there
exists at least one dM atch(ni ) ∈ D such that
d = dM atch(ni ).
The main idea of our approach is to set the states
of all the subsets of each dM atch(ni ) ∈ D, to facilitate later processing. To achieve this purpose,
an array of length 2w is used to record the state
of every distinct subset of query Q, where w is the
number of keywords of Q. We also deﬁne the concept of max-subset. Set d′ is said to be a max-subset
of set d if (i) d′ ⊂ d, and (ii) |d′ | = |d| − 1, where |d|
and |d′ | represent the numbers of keywords in sets
|d| and |d′ |, respectively. It is obvious that d has
exactly |d| distinct max-subsets.
Figure 3 shows the complete algorithm. The input is a set of sets D, and every set in D is denoted
as dM atch(n) which represents the keywords that
are contained in the subtree of node n.
7

Figure 4: The state-array of query Q2 .
At ﬁrst, we allocate an array A of length 2w
to record the state of each distinct subset of Q.
Each element of A is set to empty at the beginning
in line 2. The num function (in line 4) transfers
the dM atch(ni ) into a decimal value. It keeps a
boolean array of length w to record the keywords
contained in dM atch(ni ) set and then transfers the
boolean array into a decimal value. Speciﬁcally,
the j th bit of this boolean array is set to true if
dM atch(ni ) contains the j th keyword of Q. Let k
= num(dM atch(ni )). We check the state of A[k] for
each dM atch(ni ) ∈ D. If A[k] is empty in line 5, it
means that so far none of the sets from dM atch(n1 )
to dM atch(ni−1 ) equal to dM atch(ni ) or are the supersets of dM atch(ni ). We then set A[k] to equal
and call procedure SetSubset(dM atch(ni )) to set
the states of dM atch(ni )’s max-subsets. On the
contrary, if A[k] is not empty in line 5, we skip
dM atch(ni ) no matter the state of A[k] is equal
or subset. Because it implies that there may exist
one or more sets from dM atch(n1 ) to dM atch(ni−1 )
that equal to dM atch(ni ) or are the supersets of
dM atch(ni ).
Procedure SetSubset takes a set d as the parameter, and recursively calls itself by sending every max-subset d′ of d as the parameter if A[k] =
empty, where k is the decimal value of d′ in Procedure SetSubset. After processing each dM atch(ni ) ∈
D (lines 3 to 7), the state of A[num(dM atch(ni ))]
(1 ≤ i ≤ b) is either equal or subset. Clearly, node
ni should be pruned if the state of A[num(dM atch(ni ))]
is eventually set to subset. Therefore, we can obtain
all of the contributors (unpruned nodes) easily.
Example 1. Consider query Q2 = (25, pitcher,
name, players). Node 1.1 is the only SLCA of Q2 ,
and we are going to determine the contributors among
nodes 1.1.1, 1.1.2, and 1.1.3. Suppose the ﬁrst keyword (from left to right) corresponds to the leftmost bit. Therefore, the num(dM atch) values of
these three nodes are 0110bin , 0010bin , and 1110bin ,
respectively. At ﬁrst, an array A of length 16 (24 )
is allocated, and each A[k] (0 ≤ k ≤ 15) is assigned
8

as empty. Consider the ﬁrst input dM atch(1.1.1).
Since A[0110bin ] is empty, we set A[0110bin ] to equal
and then call procedure SetSubset by parameter
dM atch(1.1.1). Accordingly, A[0010bin ], A[0100bin ],
and A[0000bin ] are recursively set to subset by Procedure SetSubset (as shown in Figure 4 (a)). The
second input is dM atch(1.1.2). Clearly, nothing is
changed since the state of A[0010bin ] is not empty.
At last, consider the third input dM atch(1.1.3).
We ﬁrst set A[1110bin ] to equal and then call procedure SetSubset to set the max-subsets of dM atch(1.1.3).
Note that A[0110bin ] is set to equal by dM atch(1.1.1),
and now it would be changed to subset. We skip discussing the latter two max-subsets of dM atch(1.1.3),
because they are quite similar to that of the ﬁrst
input dM atch(1.1.1). In summary, the ﬁnal statearray of Q2 is shown in Figure 4 (b). Since A[0110bin ]
and A[0010bin ] are both set to subset, nodes 1.1.1
and 1.1.2 are pruned eventually.


4.2 Time Complexity
Procedure SetSubset is called only when the state
of a given A[k] is empty, and then A[k] will be set to
subset. Obviously, procedure SetSubset is repeated
at most 2w times. In addition, for each call of procedure SetSubset, it takes O(w) time to prepare all
the max-subsets. Therefore, procedure SetSubset
costs O(w · 2w ) during the whole process. At last,
it takes O(b) time to determine all of the pruned elements, so the time complexity is O(b) + O(w · 2w )
in total.

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
We have implemented the approached described
in Section 3, and call the system MinMap. We
have also included the approach described in Section 4 in MinMap and call the resultant algorithm
MinMap+ . Therefore, the only diﬀerence between
MinMap and MinMap+ is in processing subset detection. All these algorithms are implemented in
C++ with the environment of Windows XP and Visual Studio 6.0. In addition, the two proposed systems utilized two indices based on B-tree structure,
similar to MaxMatch.1 These indices are created
and accessed based on the Oracle Berkeley DB [16].

5.1 Comparing MaxMatch with Our Approaches
In this section, we will compare the processing
time of MinMap, MinMap+ , and MaxMatch. The
1
In the first index, the key is the Dewey number of a
node and returns the corresponding tag name. In the
second index, the data associated with each keyword k
is a sorted list of Dewey numbers of all the nodes which
contain keyword k.
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Figure 6: Varying the keyword frequencies.
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Table 1: Test queries for DBLP data
No. query
FQ
QD1 1998, volume, 1
HHH
QD2 1998, LNCS, volume, 1
HLHH
QD3 JACM, cite, On the
LHL
complexity of integer
programming
QD4 2001, FOCS, article
HLH
QD5 2000, Springer, editor
HLH
QD6 1999, cdrom, Information HHL
Processing Letters

10
1
3

1000

4
5
# of keywords

6

1

# of keywords

ms

100

Figure 7: Varying the number of keywords.
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Figure 5: Processing time of the test queries
in Table 1.
DBLP data set is used to perform the experiments.
We start by designing queries based on diﬀerent
combination of keywords with high-frequency and/or
low-frequency. Table 1 shows the testing queries.
The keyword frequencies (denoted as FQ) are displayed in the third column, where “H” stands for
high and “L” stands for low. The miss rate of the
queries (denoted as MR) are also speciﬁed in the
last column.
The results of processing time are shown in Figure 5. We can see that keyword frequencies have
no direct impact on the performance of the three
systems. For example, QD4 , QD5 , and QD6 all
consist of two high-frequency keywords and one lowfrequency keyword. However, MaxMatch performs
the same as our two proposed systems for QD5 ,
but performs worse for QD4 and QD6 . The reason is that the elements matching the querying keywords of QD5 , that is, year, publisher, and editor,
all reside under the same parent elements, which
makes the miss rate low. In contrast, among the elements matching the querying keywords of QD4 ,
article is the parent of booktitle and year, which
makes the miss rate high. However, we can observe
that both MinMap and MinMap+ work better than
MaxMatch for all those high miss-rate queries.
In the next experiment, we speciﬁcally control
the frequencies of keywords to identify their relationship with the miss rate and examine how they
aﬀect the performance. We keep the minimum frequency and the maximum frequency of the keywords to be close, and vary the frequencies simulSIGMOD Record, March 2011 (Vol. 40, No. 1)

taneously. Therefore, all the keywords in the same
query have similar frequencies. As shown in Figure 6, observe again that the keyword frequency
do not show direct impact on performance. However, our approaches perform a lot better than MaxMatch when the miss rate is high (Figure 6(b)),
and the performance is even to an order of magnitude diﬀerence. It also shows that the miss rate
has no obvious relationship with keyword frequencies alone.
Finally, we design diﬀerent scenarios by changing
the number of keywords. We ﬁx the maximum frequency of the keyword and perform random testing.
We then classify all the experimental results into
low miss-rate (smaller than 10%) cases and high
miss-rate (larger than 90%) cases. The experimental results depicted in Figure 7 show the similar
result to the previous scenario.
We have also applied the other two data sets to
perform the experiments: SwissProt.xml2 and baseball.xml3 . The testing results are similar to that of
DBLP data set. Due to space limitation, we omit
the experimental results.

5.2 Comparing MinMap and MinMap+
We then compare MinMap with MinMap+ in this
subsection. Recall that MinMap applies the subset detection method in the original MaxMatch algorithm, while MinMap+ applies the new method
proposed in Section 4. Also recall that their time
complexity is aﬀected by the branch factor b and
the number of keyword w. We use several datasets
with diﬀerent branch factor to perform the test. We
then examine how the number of keywords aﬀect
2
3

http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/xmldatasets/.
http://www.cafeconleche.org/books/biblegold/examples/.
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Figure 8:
MinMap+ .

Comparing

MinMap

and

the performance. We ﬁrst apply the DBLP dataset.
In Figure 8 (a)-(b), the maximum branch factors of
the match trees are about 5,000 and 50,000, respectively. We also make the total frequencies of the
keywords not change too much when the number of
keywords grows. The result shows that the processing time of MinMap increases sharply while the processing time of MinMap+ increases smoothly along
with the number of keyword in both cases.
We then apply the Baseball and SwissProt data
sets to perform the similar experiment. In Figure 8 (c)-(d), the maximum branch factors are about
50, and 7,000, respectively. Since the maximum
branch factor of Figure 8 (c) is small compared with
the other three, the improvement between MinMap
and MinMap+ is therefore not that large. However,
MinMap+ still outperforms MinMap.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose two algorithms to improve the eﬃciency of MaxMatch. The MinMap
algorithm is designed based on eliminating unnecessary index accesses during the construction of the
match tree. The MinMap+ algorithm is proposed
to speed up the computation of subset detection.
The experimental results show that MinMap outperforms MaxMatch when the miss rate is high.
The experiments also show that MinMap+ is particularly helpful when the breadth of the tree is large
and the number of keywords grows. As part of our
future work, we are interested in designing a novel
ranking scheme to order the query results so that
users may focus on the most desirable ones.

7.
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